
Kyaikthalae Village I Life The True Traditional Way

Three days away from it all: Explore the rural village with its daily life, handicrafts and traditional cultural assets.

Day - 2 Kyaikthale Village

KYAIKTHALE VILLAGE  (B, L, D)

Start the day by making food offering to the local monks as they go to collecting their alms.
After carrying out your day’s “good-deed”, return to the Community Lodge for breakfast. Use
the morning to explore the fields of the local farming community and learn more about the
creation of natural fertilizer, the cultivation of crops and poultry farming. Assuming you’ve
worked up an appetite, you will then enjoy a Myanmar cooking class, using some of the
produces sourced from the field. For those that do not wish to join, or have not worked up an
appetite, it will be possible to take part in a tree planting initiative. Lunch is served at the
village. During the afternoon, you can drive to Phayargyi, where you can learn more about
traditional pottery making techniques at the long village’s 15thcentury kiln site. Following
dinner this evening, enjoy a culture show including traditional dance acts such as U Shwe
Yoe & Daw Moe.
Overnight: Kyaikthalae Village 
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Inclusions

2 nights in the community lodge of the village

Meal as specified in itinerary

(B = Breakfast, BR = Brunch, L = Lunch, D = Dinner)

Activities and excursions according to itinerary

FOR EXAMPLE:

- Entry to Kyaikthale Village

. Learn more about the village life by taking part in different

activites

- Visit Phayargyi - a traditional pottery village

- Enjoy a cultural dance show including dinner

- Visit Mingalar Monastic School.

- Visit the Maung Tee Zedi

Tours and excursions in mini buses/buses, ferry or with public

transportation according to itinerary

English speaking tour guide

Admission fees according to itinerary

Exclusions

International flights

Meals other than mentioned in itinerary

Tours and Excursions other than mentioned in itinerary

Early check-in and late check-out at hotels

Personal travel insurance

Personal expenses and tips for driver/guides

Visa fees 
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